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Abstract: Learning content in mathematics, such as vector geometry, is still predominantly taught in
an abstract manner, as the visualization and interaction of three-dimensional problems are limited
with classical forms of teaching such as blackboard lessons or exercise sheets. This research article
proposes the use of augmented reality (AR) in mathematics education. The proposed approach aims
at easing the learning process related to vector geometry currently taught in senior mathematics
classes by using intuitive visualization. The article introduces the concept of AR and presents the
didactic foundations and the influence on the learning process based on an extensive literature
review. Although studies see great potential in the use of AR for teaching mathematics, the method
has so far hardly been used in schools. This can be mainly explained by the technological entry
barrier of AR and the lack of simple, robust AR applications, in particular for vector geometry. To
fill this gap, the authors developed “cleARmaths”, a developed android application for augmented
reality-based teaching in vector geometry that allows widespread use. As a didactical concept, some
example exercises sessions with the app are proposed, demonstrating how the app could be used
in a mathematics classroom. Finally, the app was evaluated in a mathematics class and the results
analyzed in a detailed study. It was found by the teacher and students to be beneficial and amusing,
demonstrating the potential for AR in mathematics classes.
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Understanding mathematical concepts and principles is essential for many fields
of technology and science. Despite its great relevancy, mathematics does not enjoy a
great popularity as a teaching subject in general. Studies estimate 17% of the population
to be high in mathematical anxiety [1] (p. 197). As some math-anxious people do not
perform poorly in mathematics, it is not conclusively answered if anxiety inevitably leads
to poorer performance or vice versa [2,3]. Regardless of the causality, poor performance in
mathematics in general, and for women in particular unfortunately, often leads to leaving
the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) career path [4]. One reason
for the partial unpopularity of the mathematics lessons and the teaching content lies in
the abstract and theoretical way of teaching, which demands students to memorize but
not necessarily to understand the subject [2,4,5]. The complex contents in mathematics
education can often only be conveyed in a very abstract way due to the limited visualization
possibilities of classical teaching methods like blackboard lessons or remote classes due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. An important example is teaching in the subject of vector
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geometry, which will be tackled in this article. For all these reasons, it is important to
deliver efficient educational activities and tools for mathematics that help the students
overcome these challenges. These should aim to improve and simulate their interest and
understanding of this discipline.
New technologies can make an important contribution to help solving this issue in
the future. According to [6] (p. 189) “disruptive technological innovation is pervasive in
all aspects of society” and today’s students can be considered digital natives [7]. On the
one hand, digitalization offers many opportunities to vary methods and to individualize
the learning process in schools. On the other hand, the presence of digital devices is
omnipresent and thus available for teaching purposes. In Germany, 95% of the twelve- to
nineteen-year-olds own a smartphone [8]. This promises increased acceptance of the use of
new technologies in mathematics teaching in the years to come.
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are fairly recent technologies that
have a rising popularity. These are used in software for gaming, but also in a number
of other domains (i.e., advertisement, education, etc.). AR and VR are increasingly used
in educational apps, either for adults (to teach a physical manipulation for a job task
for example) or for children. Indeed, AR and VR bring a number of advantages for the
teaching process. Firstly, as it is not a traditional teaching method, it often arouses an
initial interest and curiosity from participants, who mostly have rarely used it. Moreover,
it allows interaction and visualization in 3D for some things that could never exist as 3D
objects in reality, or that are not accessible physically for the students, and therefore give
a better understanding of it; for example, visualizing the simulated airflow around a car.
Interaction with the virtual content is materialized through a touch screen, a computer,
hand gestures, voice or even with haptic gloves. Some of these interaction means can give
a very intuitive feeling for the user.
The article will focus mainly on AR applications as they are often more accessible
in terms of hardware availability and development software. This means is it more easily implementable in a school, and more potential researchers/developers can use this
technology and develop apps.
1.1. Aims and Structure of the Research
There are only few studies on the benefits of AR for teaching mathematics, and
therefore a lack of technical solutions that are suitable for use in teaching, and more
particularly for vector geometry. As a result, AR is rarely used in mathematic classes. It is
not included in any official mathematics program in Germany.
Therefore, this article aims to fill these gaps and addresses the use of AR in the school
subject of mathematics and more particularly for vector geometry to improve on the current
abstract teaching and learning process of mathematics. It aims to reveal the potential of AR
in this context, and to provide a concrete teaching tool: a simple and robust AR app for
vector geometry learning.
First, an overview of the concept of AR is presented. Afterwards, the didactical
benefits from AR are derived, with a discussion on the effects on the learning process and
its potential for teaching mathematics based on an extensive literature review. Following is
a review of selected AR software projects for mathematics. Existing applications that deal
with vector geometry are also presented, with their limitations. Furthermore, a technical
implementation considering the literature review, the android application “cleARmaths”,
is described. Finally, the application is evaluated in a German 12th grade mathematics
class, to assess more concretely the benefits of using AR to teach vector geometry.
1.2. Concept of Augmented Reality
According to [9] (p. 355), augmented reality is a technology used to overlay reality
with virtual objects in real time and with the possibility of interaction (see Figure 1).
Immersion, interactivity and real-time capability are three of the main requirements when
it comes to AR [10]. Immersion is based on the idea that for a fully convincing AR, all
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2. The Potential of AR for Teaching Mathematics
2.1. Didactical Fundamentals of Augmented Reality
“AR will steadily evolve during next ten years, becoming a popular everyday technology among the population, including educational environments” [13] (p. 482). There
are already examples of popular non-educational applications used by a large number of
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people. For example, Pokémon GO started a trend for both adults and children in summer
2016 and thereby showed what potential AR has to offer. The question is, how can AR
help to improve the learning process beside gaming aspects? Due to the high requirements,
there are only few usable applications aimed at teaching so far. First, a didactical concept
must form the basis, and this has to fit into the existing everyday life in schools. Second,
the technical implementation must be comprehensible and useable even for non-tech-savvy
students. In addition, the student has to be able to interact with the medium instead
of just looking at it in a passive manner. As [14] stated, media do not fulfil an end in
themselves. Therefore, a successful methodological realization in everyday teaching is
essential. Media that meets these requirements are then tools that upgrade and above all
enrich the learning process.
2.1.1. Influence of Augmented Reality on the Learning Process
A meta-review about AR in the education sector was published in 2014 [15]. The study
discusses positive aspects (e.g., increased content understanding, long-term memory retention, improved physical task performance) and negative aspects (e.g., usability difficulties,
ineffective classroom integration) that influence the learning process.
In studies such as [16], participants felt that they had to pay more attention while
using AR systems. It has to be considered that most people were not familiar with these
kinds of systems. How this novelty effect influenced the results remained open.
Regardless of this, it was found that physical tasks were easier to learn with AR
support. In addition, a strengthening influence on long-term memory was observed.
Furthermore, the motivation and the amusement of the students increased in the studies.
That was also one of the results a study achieved by [17]. Besides that, the students found
the use of an AR application much more pleasant than the alternative desktop software,
although the usability of it was lower.
Another advantage is that the students’ ability to work together is encouraged. AR
technologies promote and support social skills. An example is the study by [18], in which
second graders worked in groups on a shared display. The success of the method is not
directly attributed to AR technology, but indicates that AR fosters such methods. The
children dealt thematically with animal and vehicle names. They learned in a game-like
environment with 3D models.
It turned out that particularly underperforming students benefited. High-performing
children could gain comparatively little from it. As possible reasons, the authors stated
that the potential for improvement is lower with already good performances and that
underperforming children are often more perceptive to physical activities. It remains to
be seen whether this physical confrontation will pay off in any other way for the highperforming children.
AR changes in any case the way of understanding by combining visual and sensory
information. From this, [18] concluded that students more easily learn languages based
on symbols when using AR applications. Further studies showed that this result applies
to other aspects of learning as well. Subject matters in which the spatial imagination is
addressed are explicitly mentioned. Another study [19] showed that learners understand
chemical structures better when they learn with AR applications instead of using books.
Spatial topics occur at school in chemistry, biology and especially in mathematics.
Interactivity, self-determination of learners, networking and collaboration, communication between learners and teachers are criteria for added value for the teaching and
learning process state the authors [20]. Additionally, whether the enjoyment of the students
is greater is considered. Above all, the use of new media is said to have a great chance of
putting these criteria into practice.
However, the authors relativize this aspect. Media must first be usefully placed in a
learning situation in order to be able to increase the quality of learning. The teaching and
learning process is a construct, “which results from the interaction of many factors” [20].
However, these cannot be defined exactly. Thus, there is no “comprehensive understanding
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of quality” [20], just as there are no individual definable parameters from which conclusions could be drawn for the evaluation of didactic benefit [20]. To maximize learning
outcomes the pedagogical needs of the learner have to be considered carefully states [21]
as “the prerequisite for an effective learning environment is its pedagogical approach”
state [22] (p. 774).
Nevertheless, the authors found only a few studies explicitly having a theoretical
underlying concept [22]. This is linked to the question of whether the use of AR technologies improves the teaching and learning process. Firstly, the positive effects on the
learning process represent a very important part and also connect to the criteria by [20].
However, everyday teaching practice is not yet considered. The theoretical foundation is
necessary, but not fully sufficient. Ref. [22] (p. 3) “demand the development of a specially
created didactic design and its realization in a (complex) teaching situation” in order to
create benefit by the use of media. The underlying concept is one of the decisive characteristics of an AR application, fulfilling the pedagogical needs and creating a beneficial
learning environment.
2.1.2. Importance of Spatial Imagination
Augmented reality works with 3D visualizations in real space. Thus, the technology is
directly connected to the learning content when used in subject matters with requirements
for spatial imagination. At school, this is particularly found in the geometry classes in
mathematics. When crossing a road, it is necessary to estimate the distance to a car, how
fast it gets closer and how long it takes to cross the road. Assembling a piece of furniture
requires an understanding of how to identify and position the parts and their positions
according to the plan. In ball sports, it is important for players to observe the positions of
their teammates and opponents and how it will change over the next few seconds. There
are many situations that can be solved by spatial imagination. It plays an important role in
numerous professions [23]. Therefore, it is not surprising that it is frequently checked in
recruitment tests. This is supported by a model of [24]. The author takes the view that the
spatial imagination is one of seven primary intellectual abilities.
Beyond that and according to [25], there is a positive correlation between visual–
spatial imagination and mathematical achievement. However, there is no proof of causality.
Ref. [26] assumes that visual perception precedes spatial imagination and describes the
collection of memories of seen objects as a basis. Only afterwards is it possible to imagine
objects only in thought or to modify them mentally.
In school, the spatial imagination is trained primarily in geometry lessons. This is
usually done with printed media, desktop software or with tools such as real models, 2D
drawings and 2D sketches. Solving geometric problems in the mind is another subcategory according to [26]. However, in a comparison of potential teaching methods, AR
technologies would be more beneficial for training spatial imagination [15].
2.2. An Overview of Augmented Reality Applications in Teaching Mathematics
Starting at grade nine in Germany, geometry classes deal with analytical geometry,
which is used to describe the space we live in with algebraic methods [27]. The use of AR
in the development of an application for analytical geometry in mathematics classes is
therefore appropriate. There have been publications about this topic since about 2000 [28].
It was demonstrated in a study that the use of augmented reality and virtual reality
improves the training of spatial imagination [29]. The participants worked with 2D plans,
desktop software or a VR system on a 3D design. The goal was to name the most effective working environment for the design process of architects and according to [29], this
property is directly associated with spatial imagination.
Nevertheless, AR has not yet arrived in the mathematical everyday life of schools.
AR representations of 3D objects are actually available in three dimensions in contrast
to desktop representations. Additionally, the visual perception creates memories that
are used to improve spatial imagination further [26]. The user himself creates, edits,
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combines, changes and deletes geometric objects, in contrast to many common media.
The importance of this can be seen in the work by [30]. Especially through interaction
with the objects, the improvement of the understanding takes place. The actual benefit
for the learning process depends directly on the potential of the used AR for the specific
situation [30]. Thus, the underlying methodological and didactical concept are important.
Furthermore, [31] connected movement with spatial imagination and stated: participants
who moved themselves around the 3D model benefited significantly more than participants
who only moved the model. This is possible by registration of virtual content in the real
world, but not with traditional media.
Extensive scientific work exists regarding the usability of AR in mathematical education. However, most of the applications discussed do not deal with vector geometry, but with other various mathematical topics. Six of such articles/applications were
examined [32–37], and their main characteristics and findings regrouped in Table 1. All are
fairly recent and were done in different countries, which shows the rising popularity of
this topic worldwide.
Table 1. Overview of different AR applications for mathematics teaching.

Year
Country
Cost
Availability
Platform
Subject
Age group
Type of AR
marker
Development
soft-ware
Interaction
level

Feedback from
study

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

[36]

[37]

X1
Singapore
20$/6 months
Apple store
iOS

2019
India
Free
Website (apk)
Android

2021
Spain/Italy
X
Not public
Android

2016
USA
X
Not public
X

2019
Indonesia
X
Not public
X

2019
China
X
Not public
X

3D geometric
objects

Multiplication
tables

3D geometric objects

Statistics &
probability

14 years old

8–9 years old

Operations,
numbers,
measures
6–7 years old

14–15 years old

13–15 years old

2D image

2D image/
textbook page

Ground plane

2D image

2D image

2D image

Unity/ARKit

Unity/Vuforia

Unity/Vuforia

X

Augment

X

Limited
(view only)

Good (exercises)

Good
(mini-games)

Good (exercises)

Moderate

Good

X

Good enjoyment/easy to
use/no stress

Teachers were
enthusiastic/reveals
potential and
need for AR for
math classes

Easy to understand/fun/interactive

Results dependent
on student
self-efficacy. Overall
good results

3D solids,
graphs,
trigonometry
X

X

1:

No information found.

All of them are developed for handheld devices, as these are widely available and the
development process of such apps is easier than for HMDs. Indeed, the majority of them
are developed on the game engine Unity, with the Vuforia plugin for AR, built for Android.
The augmented content is for most applications augmented on a 2D paper with an image,
except [34], which uses ground plane (for which any plane surface in the real world can
be used).
The topics implemented in these apps are diverse: they deal with mathematical
operations, geometric objects or trigonometry. They can in principle all be used by the
students alone, without needing special material from the classroom. However, most of
the apps were used under the supervision of teachers or researchers.
Most applications include a high degree of interaction with the possibility to do
exercises in-app.
All applications tested with teachers or students report good feedback: ease of understanding, fun, interaction and reduced stress. Overall, teachers see a great potential for AR
in mathematics to teach some particular topics like geometry or measurement [35].
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It is important to notice that most of these apps are not available and were used only
during the time of the study, and therefore are not accessible at the moment for any teacher
or student.
As seen in the previous overview, many of these applications deal with geometry, but
none use vector geometry with parametric equations. To the authors’ knowledge, only two
AR applications exist on this topic: Construct3D and GeoGebra AR.
Released in 2000, the 3D mathematics software Construct3D [28] is aimed at teaching
geometry. It is published and is explicitly developed for the education sector of schools and
universities. The application allows the user to visualize elementary geometric objects as
AR by using Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs). The input is done by a freely movable pen
in connection with a Tablet-PC and up to two persons can work on one model. However,
HMDs are still expensive compared to standard devices like smartphones and limit the
number of same-time users. This software was ground-breaking at the time but is now
obsolete in regard to today’s available technology.
In 2017, the application GeoGebra augmented reality [38] was released. It was published by the non-profit organization International GeoGebra Institute. Function equations
can be displayed and modified in this augmented reality application. In addition, there are
other geometrical objects such as the Penrose triangle. GeoGebra augmented reality deals
with the current topics of analytical geometry in senior classes [32]. It is easily accessible
via mobile devices, but the design and functionality are rather designed for technically
affine learners. The GeoGebra website offers some exercises that make good use of AR,
such as overlapping certain geometric objects defined with parametric equations, on real
corresponding objects. For example, an asymmetric oval can be overlapped over an egg.
Overall, the application is well realized with various resources to use with it. However, as
it was designed to be very complete, the first use can be complicated for students (inputting
equations, for example). It seems, therefore, aimed at older or more advanced students. Using such an application could benefit children that are already comfortable in mathematics
to further their knowledge. However, due to its complexity, it could potentially confuse
and stress less advanced students.
In summary, a number of AR applications to teach mathematics already exist and
shows it is a promising domain. However, most of them are part of studies and not
freely available. Only two deal with vector geometry, with GeoGebra AR being the most
actual and complete. However, the target audience for it is technically affine. For a broad
application in mathematics teaching, it is necessary that access to the teaching content is as
simple and interactive as possible. It is to answer this need that cleARmaths was developed.
3. CleARmaths: A Simple and Robust AR Application for Teaching Vector Geometry
3.1. Concept and Functions of the Application
Based on the described constraints, a stand-alone augmented reality was developed
as part of this research work, which was designed for use in teaching. The application
was developed with the goal of enabling students to visualize and study geometric objects
like planes, lines, and points in a 3D coordinate system in augmented reality, while only
using a smartphone or a tablet. Special attention was paid to the simple interactivity of
the application. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the input of the student and the
visualization in the developed augmented reality application named “cleARmaths”.
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Additional hardware is not necessary and there is no need for the user to be technophile. In terms of using mobile devices the immersion is lower than in terms of using an
HMD. The display of a smartphone is not 3D capable and therefore stereoscopic vision is
not supported. As students are the target group, the advantages of using mobile devices
outweighed. Nevertheless, video recording, tracking, registration and visualization are
comparable to other AR systems for the requirements presented in this paper.
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Additional hardware is not necessary and there is no need for the user to be technophile.
In terms of using mobile devices the immersion is lower than in terms of using an HMD.
The display of a smartphone is not 3D capable and therefore stereoscopic vision is not
supported. As students are the target group, the advantages of using mobile devices
outweighed. Nevertheless, video recording, tracking, registration and visualization are
comparable to other AR systems for the requirements presented in this paper.
3.2. Technical Realization
The implementation is based on the cross-platform game engine Unity [34]. For
the registration process of the virtual objects and the tracking of the marker, the AR
software development kit Vuforia [35] was used. The application is implemented as a
mobile application and is available to download for android devices (cleARmaths can be
downloaded from the Google Play Store [36] or on the cleARmaths website [39]).
In Unity, the code is structured in scripts, which are also unique classes. Classes can
inherit from the Unity base class “Monobehaviour”. In this case, scripts generally represent
components or properties of “GameObjects”.
The structure of the cleARmaths program is described on Figure 5. On the picture, all
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sive web design is used to ensure a good user experience on different screen sizes and
especially on mobile devices. The QR codes are generated from user input by the
qrcodes.js framework [41]. After that, the QR code is integrated into the marker image
using HTML 5′s canvas feature. The finished marker can then be downloaded as a. png
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framework [41]. After that, the QR code is integrated into the marker image using HTML
50 s canvas feature. The finished marker can then be downloaded as a. png image file. This
java script is integrated into the cleARmaths website’s WordPress [42] content management
system. This approach is preferred over a static webpage to ensure easy editing of the
websites content and to achieve a consistent appearance theme across the whole website.
3.3. Didactical Concept
The app, by means of its simple concept, can be used independently by each student.
Students can get to know the app by either reading the instructions on the website [39] or
from minimal instructions by the teacher. Thanks to that, the students are able to freely
explore the 3D space at their own pace. This could possibly mitigate the stress experienced
by some students in traditional mathematics classes.
The authors have created dedicated exercises that aim to be used in mathematics
classes or at home. With such tasks, the student is motivated to spend more time using the
app, actively trying to solve the proposed problems.
Exercises can be designed without any manual input from the students, by using the
QR code markers. An example exercise sheet can be found in Appendix A. In this case,
the students are in an observative position. The students look at different configurations
and have to comment on what they see, or answer related questions. As they do not
need to input the coordinates themselves, it removes the interaction with the coordinate
parameters. Possible advantages of this system are reduced stress in students with math
anxiety and less time spent copying numbers. It is also easier for teachers to ensure that
the whole class sees the same figures, since input mistakes are impossible with this system.
Another type of exercise uses the manual input of parameters, with examples provided in Appendix B. In this case, the student can observe the influence of changing each
coordinate parameter on the displayed figures. This improves the students’ understanding
of the notion of the three dimensions of space, mathematically described as three parameters, (x,y,z). In a more advanced teaching unit, intersection proven analytically by manual
calculation, can be visually checked, giving a tangible aspect to these equations.
The relevant aspects of teaching mathematics are summarized in three categories [43]:
movement, cognition and collaboration. In addition to the already mentioned aspects
of spatial imagination, the authors also include intuitive interaction opportunities to the
category movement. In this way, students can rely on their experiences from the real
environment. The resulting reduction in the complexity of the representation is intended
to focus the actual learning content. AR fosters collaboration because it is possible to use
virtual learning content and still communicate and collaborate face to face. Each person
or small group has its own access to the learning content and the possibility to interact
individually. The presented software system additionally has potential usage beyond
mathematics and the modular structure could allow further development for other areas
such as biology or chemistry.
4. Evaluation of the cleARmaths App in a Mathematics Class
In order to investigate the app’s potential for teaching vector geometry in a real
schooling situation, it was introduced during a mathematics class to twelfth-graders at a
German high school (16–17 years old) on 21 May 2021. The study has 15 participants in
total, and the session was led under the supervision of the mathematics teacher.
Along with three exercises sheets, one page explaining succinctly how to use cleARmaths was given to the students. The teacher did not explain anything or help the students
in any way during the session.
4.1. Types of Exercises Proposed
For this purpose, three exercises were created, which were to be answered by the
students of the class. The exercises sheets consisted of a first set of questions to answer
without the help of the cleARmaths app. For example, they had a photo of a screenshot of
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cleARmaths (see Figure 6), and had to answer the following question: “Could you say that
in a 3D room, the following red lines have an intersection?”. After answering on the paper,
for each question, they then could scan a QR code to check their answer in 3D directly with
Educ. Sci. 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
the cleARmaths application. This allows us to have an idea about their perception of the
3D world, projected in 2D.
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According to the students’ assessments, the majority had no to few misconception
of three-dimensional space before. Nevertheless, most of them believe that the app make
it easier to work on mathematical tasks and does not require too much effort. A large
proportion of the students assume that using the app has a positive effect on their abilit
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According to the students’ assessments, the majority had no to few misconceptions of
three-dimensional space before. Nevertheless, most of them believe that the app makes
it easier to work on mathematical tasks and does not require too much effort. A larger
proportion of the students assume that using the app has a positive effect on their ability to
think in three-dimensional space.
The utilization of cleARmaths was not perceived as too complex and thus easy to use.
Furthermore, the students find that the application options are well designed. Only a small
group of students recognizes inconsistencies in the application. The amusement factor
from working on tasks with the help of the app was average to high.
The exercises are only moderately suitable to show comprehension problems. However, the tasks were able to correct existing misconceptions, according to the students.
The majority also found that the tasks to be performed were not boring. Furthermore,
the students had never performed such types of exercises and were happy to discover
something new and would like to see more of these types of tasks in mathematic classes.
They were also asked to answer open questions, in order to get feedback for improvement and more details about their opinions.
The first question asked was “what would make the app easier to use?”.
Small bugs were found by the students, which have since then been easily corrected.
Furthermore, the short instruction sheet of cleARmaths provided by the teacher should be
equipped with more details about the functions. The cleARmaths website has more detailed
instructions, and this shows these would be useful, the teacher would not have to write
any additional material for explanations, and the students could manage by themselves.
They also observed that the straight lines and axes could be made more distinguishable.
The students also found the QR code fields on the markers were too large and they would
like to see them minimized.
The second question asked was “how could the app be used meaningfully in
the classroom?”.
According to the students, cleARmaths could be used to correct homework and
illustrate exercises. Already solved tasks could be checked with the app, and it could also
help to simplify the introduction to new topics.
The third and last question was “what other functions should the app have?”
They would like to create their own straight lines and color them. This could be done
with the QR code generator, and the color option could be implemented in a future version.
This shows the interest of students for playful interaction and creation. A large part of the
class would also like to see an iOS version of the app.
4.3. Feedback from the Teacher and Conclusion of the Study
After the class completed the tasks, an interview was conducted with the teacher.
According to her, the third task could not be solved by the students, since the necessary
prior knowledge was lacking. Indeed, the task was precisely about parametric parameters
which are taught later. In this particular case, the QR code was really useful as students
did not have to enter parametric equations themselves. She considered the other two tasks
as very goal-oriented and she perceived the lesson to have a largely positive effect. The
students worked mostly independently. Lastly, she mentioned that the students consider
the idea of using AR in mathematics lessons as very positive.
This study showed that both teacher and students are motivated to use AR for mathematics on occasion. Further studies could elaborate and investigate on a complete plan
for regular use of such applications, integrated with the official programs. Students were
intrigued, but still at ease with the technology and the app in itself. They enjoyed themselves even if they are already in an advanced age group. The app seems therefore adapted
and promising for this age group, this particular subject of vector geometry, to be used in a
mathematics class.
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5. Conclusions
Abstract mathematics learning content like vector geometry is still a barrier for many
students. This article proposes the use of augmented reality to overcome these challenges.
For this purpose, the influence on the learning process and the didactic interactions were
presented with an extensive literature review. Due to the lack of available intuitive software
systems, the method has hardly been used so far in schools. The research work therefore
presents a modular augmented reality application, which enables the visualization of
geometric objects overlaid on the real environment.
The application, robust and with a simple design, aims to facilitate the understanding
of vector geometry and parametric equations. It actively involves the student, who can
themself interactively change the type of figures and their parameters, testing at its own
pace. The augmented reality helps with spatial imagination, which can be hard to realize
with more traditional 2D material. The app can be used in schools with corresponding
exercise materials, with some examples given in this article. Moreover, it could be an
amusing and original assignment for home-schooling, needing only a smartphone or a
tablet (from the parents for example) during these times of pandemic.
The conducted study showed promising results, helping the students further their
understanding of 3D space, in a playful and didactical manner. No particular stress was
reported by the students. The teacher also found the app adapted to deal with vector
geometry. The ease of use of the app with the QR codes was a major feature.
Furthermore, new additional functionality possibilities are numerous: such as adding
other 3D geometric figures or allowing the user to see the 2D shape created by the intersect
of a plane and a sphere. In-app exercises could also be implemented, while keeping in
mind how to have an easy interface and functions to avoid overwhelming the students.
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Appendix A Designing a Teaching Unit Using QR Codes
The aim of this section is to serve as guidance and inspiration for teachers looking to
create their own custom exercise sheets.
Custom exercise sheets are easily created using the cleARmaths generator on the
cleARmaths website [39] (see Figure A1). New geometric objects (up to a maximum of 2)
can be selected from the dropdown menu and added using the add button. Individual
objects can be deleted with the minus to the left of the heading of each object. After
inputting all values for the object equations, the marker can be generated by clicking
the “generate QR code” button. The finished marker can then be directly tested and
downloaded as a .png image file. This image can then be used in any word processing
application to create a custom worksheet.
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equation system, linear (in)dependence and with the graphical visualization of points and
vectors in 3D coordinate systems. The proposed realization is divided into three parts:
Phase 1: The students get together in groups of two and are given the following task:
Which relative positions are possible between two lines? Remember the 2D case, what
are the possibilities here? Enter two lines in cleARmaths and look at them from all sides.
Each group needs a mobile device with the augmented reality application installed.
Then, they work on the task by trying different line equations. This phase is intentionally
open and challenging. The step to Phase 2 is therefore particularly important. If learners
do not succeed, they get access to Phase 2 as a kind of help. If they discover all four cases
themselves, Phase 2 is only the verification and continuation.
Phase 2: The students are given the following line equations. The task is: Match values
to the variables a and b so that the two lines g and h have an intersection, are identical,
parallel or skew:







−2
6
1
−3
→
→
g : x =  4  + t −8 , t ∈ R and h : x =  0  + s b , s ∈ R
a
−12
0
6


(A1)

The benefit of using augmented reality is particularly noticeable in the case where the
lines are skew. A 2D visualization always gives the impression that the lines intersect. In
augmented reality, this problem can be better illustrated. At the end of Phase 2, two groups
get together and exchange their ideas. Afterwards the students work in Phase 3 in new
groups of two.
Phase 3: At this point, it is possible to provide a practical reference in a motivating
way. An imaginable theme is tunnel construction. A small historical embedding takes place:
the class is a group of gold diggers and needs two straight tunnels without an intersection
to get most efficiently to a promising place. In order to do this, they check if given lines
intersect. To support independent elaboration, it is important to prepare step by step hints
to help students when they get stuck at any stage. Finally, the learners visualize the scene
with the help of augmented reality and check their results.
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